Introduction
In studies of cultural evolution, the fidelity of cultural transmission is often considered a core component of the emergence and maintenance of traditions. In this study, we address the assumptions regarding the underlying mechanisms driving transmission fidelity and present a simple model to investigate the influence of trial-and-error on these processes. We first refer to various studies that interpret fidelity as relating to imitation-learning the precise form of demonstrated actions. We suggest that the particular interpretation of imitation common to such studies does not address the role of trial-anderror processes in skill learning and its potential contribution to cultural transmission. In the next section, we focus on the inherent contradiction between the notion of fidelity as a process of exact copying and the necessity for cultural transmission to withstand different sources of variance, namely copying errors and environmental variability. We outline some of the solutions to this tension that have been posited in the literature and present a simple model in which socially mediated trial-and-error learning can lead to successful transmission, especially when copying errors and environmental variability are taken into account. Finally, we discuss the potential benefits of socially mediated trial-and-error learning and suggest that considering it as an inherent part of cultural transmission may advance our understanding of the evolution of culture.
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Transmission fidelity: accurate imitation and the potential role of trial-and-error
Social learning can lead to the emergence of cultural traditions by facilitating the spread of group-specific behavioural patterns and maintaining them in the population over the course of successive generations [1] . It is often assumed that the establishment and stability of such traditions require certain levels of copying fidelity [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The logic behind this is rather intuitive: when innovations (the invention of new behaviours or novel solutions [10] ) appear within the population, faithful copying allows them to spread and persist. However, when copying is imprecise, such innovations may quickly disappear as each individual may develop its own behavioural pattern, introducing variance that can impede the formation of shared traditions. Theoretical models exploring cultural transmission dynamics suggest that the probability that an innovation will be established as a stable tradition is positively correlated with transmission fidelity [11] and that fidelity has a strong influence on the build-up of cumulative culture [7, 12] . The means by which high transmission fidelity is achieved is often attributed to imitation [2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 13] , emphasizing the importance of precisely copying the detailed actions of the demonstrator (reviewed in [8, 14] ). Imitation is often presented in striking contrast to individual learning processes, and as distinct from other mechanisms of social learning (such as emulation [15, 16] and stimulus enhancement [17] ), in which learners pay attention to other aspects of the task rather than to the demonstrated behaviour itself, and then fill in the gaps using trial-and-error learning [14, 16] . The exact copying of demonstrated actions is assumed to bypass the potential diluting effect embedded in such mechanisms and to allow culture to be sustained over time.
From a mechanistic point of view, the direct link between exact imitation and the fidelity of cultural transmission may not be as straightforward as it often seems. Recent accounts of imitation as an associative mechanism suggest that it develops gradually through experience [18] [19] [20] . As such, it may as well be shaped by trial-and-error learning, as attempts to replicate an observed behaviour are likely to involve deviations from it (for instance, due to memory constraints, inaccuracy in performance or even an inherent tendency for exploration). Furthermore, theories addressing the imitation of complex behaviours suggest that the same trial-and-error learning processes with which imitation is often contrasted may actually be embedded in it. Byrne & Russon [21] suggested that imitation may occur at the 'programme level', as individuals copy the hierarchic structure of behaviour rather than its surface form [21, 22] . The extent of the similarity between observed and performed behaviours can thus vary, depending on the hierarchical level being copied; and trial-and-error learning may be important for fine-tuning the details of performance. Notably, Galef [23] suggested that imitation involves a template-matching process, in which observers create a representation of the demonstrated behaviour in their memory, and then try to match their own behaviour to this stored representation (in a process similar to song learning in birds [23, 24] , see also [25] ). This matching phase is likely to involve trialand-error learning, especially when the imitated behaviours are novel or complex.
Furthermore, both empirical studies and theoretical models suggest that social learning processes involving trial-and-error learning can lead to the establishment of viable traditions [26 -29] . Examples of such traditions in natural populations are accumulating: young rat pups in Israeli pine forests learn from their mothers a specific pinecone stripping technique [30] ; young passerine birds copy the mating songs of adults, in a process that leads to the emergence of local dialects ( [31, 32] , also see [33] [34] [35] for examples of vocal learning in mammals); tufted capuchins learn nut-cracking procedures socially [36] ; and in various chimpanzee populations, the youngsters learn from adults how to use sticks to dig termites out of their mounds [37] or stones to crack nuts [38] (also see [39] and [40] for descriptions of a range of group-specific behaviours in chimpanzee and orangutan populations). While it is often unclear whether such instances involve imitation or emulation, in all of these documented cases individuals acquire the shared behavioural variants in a long process in which the social information is supplemented by trial-and-error learning [23] .
Similarly, human skill learning may also depend on trialand-error. In young children, exploration play may be seen as self-generated opportunities for learning about environmental affordances [41] . As such, trial-and-error learning can be used for generative hypothesis testing, and the imitation of instrumental skills may involve variability and even innovation rather than strict and high-fidelity copying [42] . In adults, proficiency in tool manufacturing is highly dependent on the extent of previous tool-making experience [43, 44] and cannot be established through observation alone as it requires deliberate practice and experimentation [45] . Thus, attempts to use or manufacture tools can also involve a prolonged exploration period, in which trial-and-error helps to guide affordance and perceptual learning [44, 46] . Finally, laboratory experiments attempting to replicate cumulative cultural learning have indicated that precise imitation may not be a necessary requirement, as exposure to the endproduct alone may also lead to high-fidelity copying [47] and cumulative improvements [48, 49] .
(a) Cultural transmission in a variable world
Under realistic conditions, the notion of precise imitation as fundamental to cultural transmission raises additional challenges. Social learners are constantly exposed to different sources of noise and variance, which can lead to copying errors of various types. Inaccurate copying may occur due to perceptual errors and variability in demonstration quality (and visibility), as well as to differences in body size, or differences in strength and motor-coordination between observers and demonstrators, all of which may cause individuals to imprecisely perceive different aspects of the observed behaviours [50, 51] . Thus, a certain level of flexibility in replication is of utmost importance in order to compensate for such errors and ensure successful transmission.
Environmental variability is also likely to contribute to erroneous copying, because it may often lead to differences between the circumstances in which the demonstrated behaviours were observed, and those encountered during subsequent performances by social learners [52] . A young chimpanzee observing its mother as it digs termites out of the mound [37] will later face a slightly different mound or rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170050 use a slightly different stick for the same purpose. It will thus be required to modify some of the details of the observed actions in order to be able to dig out the termites successfully for itself. A capuchin monkey observing a conspecific cracking a nut [36] will need to use a different stone, on a nut that differs in its size or that may be positioned at a slightly different angle, in its own attempts to crack nuts. Similarly, a hominin attempting to create a hand-axe needs to translate the observation of the construction of an axe by a fellow hominin and adjust it to the stone in hand. An ability to compensate for different sorts of perceptual errors and flexibility in applying observed behaviours to the current state are hence essential for robust and successful transmission.
Attempts to bridge the gap between cultural stability and the effect of copying errors on transmission fidelity have linked such stability to different factors. At the population level, it has been suggested that individual variation, copying errors and low-fidelity transmission may lead to cultural stability and cumulative cultural adaptation, if they are accompanied by transmission biases and demographic factors [50, [53] [54] [55] . For instance, when individuals copy the behaviour of the majority (conformity) or of the most successful individuals ( prestige bias), such biases may balance the potential negative effects of inaccurate copying and, together with population size, dictate whether the culture will be preserved or lost [53, 55] . At the individual level, it has been argued that culture is maintained by a process of reconstruction, in which copying errors are corrected through the use of intrinsic attractors (e.g. [56, 57] , a similar effect may be produced by inductive biases [58] ); or, alternatively, that cultural stability is maintained through different pedagogical adaptations [59, 60] .
Here, we offer a different approach and suggest that transmission fidelity is naturally achieved: not through exact copying but, rather, by compensating for copying errors. This can be realized by integrating trial-and-error into the process of social learning, which countervails the effect of inaccurate copying and leads to robust cultural transmission. We further suggest that social learning that is mediated through trial-and-error provides learners with valuable information regarding the connections between their actions and related consequences. Such information may help them to improve their performance of the specific behaviour being copied and to cope with environmental variability. We exemplify these ideas in a simple model of cultural transmission of skills that entail interaction with the physical world.
The model
In the following simulations, we exemplify a process in which culturally transmitted skills are spread in the population through social learning mediated by different degrees of trial-and-error. The learners in our models range from being 'perfect imitators'-individuals that copy the demonstration precisely-to individuals that apply varying degrees of trial-and-error in their attempts to replicate the observed behaviour.
In the simulations, social learning is modelled as a process in which an observer attempts to copy a successful demonstrator. In doing so, the observer creates a template of the demonstrated behaviour in its memory and then tries to replicate this behaviour by matching its own performance to the stored template. The observer's learning process encompasses two sources of variance: first, the template represented by the observer may be inaccurate, involving some degree of copying error; and second, the actions performed by the observer may also be inaccurate and entail deviations from the stored template, thus creating a trial-and-error range. In our simulations, we explored the interaction between these sources of variation, focusing on the process in which observers attempt to replicate the cultural trait. We allowed each observer to try repeatedly to perform the socially transmitted behaviour until it had reached a threshold criterion of successful skill acquisition. We then measured the resulting rate of spread of this skill in the population.
The socially mediated trial-and-error learning process, through which the learners acquire the observed behaviour, is guided by feedback in the form of value to the learner. The value of the behaviour might be extrinsic-the ability to extract the nut being cracked from its shell or to successfully create a fully functioning hand-axe. However, the value may also be governed by an intrinsic motivation to copy the behavioural variant being demonstrated, for instance-due to its social value, or to an inherent motivation to copy precisely [23, 61] . Note that while such a model may not suffice for retaining arbitrary cultural variants [5] , under more realistic natural conditions the copying of instrumental behaviours is often goal-directed and involves the attribution of value of some sort [42, 62] .
(a) Definitions
Let b [ R represent a behaviour implementing a certain skill, and Z(b) the value of the behaviour to the performing individual, which can be attributed to the reward obtained (environmental or other, see above). We set the optimal behaviour at 0 (an arbitrarily chosen reference point), and thus, Z receives a maximum value at Z(0) and declines with the distance of b from 0. We assume that when an individual j observes demonstrator i performing b i , it may attempt to copy it if Z(b i ) ! W (where W is a fixed threshold value that when reached the behaviour is considered successful, see further below). In this case, the observer j will acquire a template b i 0 for the copied behaviour (figure 1a). However,
is not a precise copy of b i owing to a copy inaccuracy, and
.This is a trial-and-error process that ends when Z(b j ) ! W (i.e. j has been successful in performing b). Note that for any specific value function Z (with a constant value W, for 'sufficiently skilled'), two parameters control the dynamics of this process: s c , representing the copy inaccuracy, and s I , representing the learner's trialand-error range. When s c ¼ 0, the template is completely accurate, and when s I ¼ 0, the template is exactly reproduced.
(b) Simulations
As we are interested in the interplay between s c and s I , we set the value function as the Gaussian: ZðxÞ ¼ e Àx 2 , and set W as 95% of max(Z ) (figure 1a). We consider a population of 100 individuals and inspect the spread of a single innovation in that population. In each iteration, each uninformed individual (observer) encounters a randomly rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170050 selected peer (demonstrator). If the peer is a successful demonstrator (i.e. obtained the value of at least W in the previous iteration), the observer will copy the demonstrator's behaviour, obtaining a template for future implementation. In each iteration, each informed individual, which has already obtained a template, attempts to implement its acquired template. If its last attempt has been successful (rewarded with at least W ), it will replicate its previous behaviour (by repeating its previous offset from the template: this constitutes a precise replication, in Models 1 and 2, and will depend on the current environment in Model 3; see below). Otherwise, it will try to replicate its template with a possible error, determined by s I . This trial-and-error process involves stochastic attempts, but may also incorporate learning (in Models 2 and 3), as the observer gradually updates its template according to the reward obtained by its own actions. We measure the assimilation time of the skill: the time until at least 95% of the individuals have demonstrated a skilful behaviour (i.e. were rewarded with at least W for their behaviour) and inspect various combinations of s c and s I .
We outline three levels of complexity:
(i) Model 1: stochastic trial-and-error
We first simulate the model as described above, where individuals learn socially through inaccurate copying and then apply trial-and-error in a stochastic manner (depending on the value of s I ). Repeated attempts are conducted until the learner manages to perform the observed behaviour successfully. Note that in this model, the observer does not learn from its own attempts, but simply continues to try to replicate the socially acquired template, until it reaches the threshold criterion. This model can exemplify, for instance, a young capuchin trying to copy a skilful adult cracking a nut. The template the youngster acquires might represent the strength of the strike, or some other relevant behavioural feature, and could be inaccurate, depending on the value of s c . This inaccuracy (or copying error) can be caused by differences in viewing angle, size appreciation and physical differences between the two capuchins, or the size of the stone being used, etc. The young capuchin then repeatedly attempts to grab a nut and crack it, attempting to reproduce the strike strength represented by the template it has acquired. The similarity between the strength of its strikes and its stored template varies stochastically, depending on the value of s I .
(ii) Model 2: trial-and-error learning with template updating
In the second version of the model, we consider the more realistic possibility that individuals learn during the process of trial-and-error and can thus gradually improve and direct their attempts based on previous experience. Following a short initial sampling period (of 10 attempts), the learners in this model begin to update their template constantly to the mean of their most successful attempts so far (in the simulations: the top-rewarded 25% attempts). If we return to our capuchin example, the learner now gradually adjusts the strength of its strikes according to its most productive attempts. This might be a more realistic scenario than that proposed in Model 1, as individuals constantly learn about the consequences of their actions on the environment. Note that while this 'updating' method may work well in a stable environment in which the task the learner faces is always identical, it may be less efficient when the environment is variable. As 'no man ever steps into the same river twice' (Heraclitus of Ephesus), the learner may encounter a slightly different version of the task every time it tries to perform it. In the third, following, version of the model, we sought to test the learners' achievements under such varying environmental conditions.
(iii) Model 3: trial-and-error learning in a variable environment
In the third model, we consider the effect of environmental variability: in each attempt the learner encounters a slightly different variant of the task and needs to adjust its behaviour accordingly. In its attempts to perform the task, the learner can now gain information regarding the relationship between rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170050 its own behaviour, the relevant environmental features towards which the behaviour is being applied and the consequent reward. Learning about such relationships may help it to direct its future attempts more efficiently.
In this model, the characteristic value function is a twodimensional function (Z(b, E)) that is also dependent on a varying environmental factor E that is normally distributed (figure 1b; the distribution of E is the same in all simulations). Thus, in each attempt, the learner encounters a slightly different environmental feature. For the sake of simplicity, we model the relationship between the behaviour and its consequences as a linear relationship between the peak of the value function and the environmental factor E. Similarly to Model 2, in its attempts to perform the task the learner can update its template according to its accumulating experience. However, in this model, the template of the behaviour is a linear function of the environmental factor. Thus, rather than simply averaging its top-rewarded attempts, the learner performs a linear regression on these attempts (to estimate the slope a, in ZðxÞ ¼ e Returning to our hypothetical example, as the young capuchin attempts to crack nuts, it may encounter nuts of different sizes. Now, rather than searching for the optimal strike strength, the capuchin should fit each strike to the specific nut at hand (E now represents some relevant feature of the nut, such as its size). In its attempts to solve the task, it may learn that the bigger the nut, the stronger the effective strike strength must be.
Finally, we used Model 3 to simulate a situation in which, following an initial learning period, the variance of the environmental factor sharply increases. This is analogous to a situation in which the young capuchin learns the nutcracking skill in a specific location (such as in the vicinity of a limited variety of trees), or at a specific time of the year, and then encounters a greater variety of relevant trees or experiences seasonal changes.
(c) Simulation results
The simulations demonstrate how under even mild copying inaccuracy, a certain degree of trial-and-error is necessary for the spread of a skill in the population. In Models 1 and 2, 'exact imitators' (learners whose s I ¼ 0) fail to assimilate the seeded innovation, unless the copying error is exceptionally small ( figure 2a,b) . In Model 3, exact imitation does not lead to the assimilation of the culture, regardless of the learners' copying error ( figure 2c,d) . Nevertheless, large trialand-error deviations also impede the assimilation process.
(i) The interplay between copy inaccuracy s c and trial-and-error tendency s I
Intuitively, in all three models, the highest acquisition rates are encountered when s c is correlated with s I (figure 2; regression lines). When s I is too small, the learners fail to correct their copying errors. When s I is too large, the attempts to reproduce the copied behaviour are noisy, reducing the chances of reaching a successful performance. In Model 1, where trial-and-error is applied in a stochastic manner, the highest rate is achieved, not surprisingly, when s I ¼ s c .
(
ii) Learning from partial successes
In Model 2, when individuals incorporate learning from their attempts to replicate the desired behaviour, trial-and-error enables faster skill acquisition than in Model 1 (33% shorter assimilation time on average in the simulations) and within a larger range of s I (figure 2b). Specifically, in this scenario, each learner tries to replicate its most beneficial actions, which leads to a constant improvement in its performance. This gradually reduces the gap between the template and the target behaviour, allowing lower values of s I to lead to efficient acquisition. In this learning process, an overly widespread sample (high s I values) encapsulates relatively little information as it includes many unrewarded behaviours, while too small s I values slow down the template updating process. Overall, trial-and-error, in this scenario, provides the learner with a spread-out sample of the possible behavioural variants and their resulting rewards, allowing a rapid convergence towards a successful exhibition of the learned skill.
(iii) Trial-and-error facilitates learning of the physical world
Model 3 demonstrates the power of trial-and-error learning to uncover hidden connections between environmental factors and successful behaviours. When the environment is variable, the learner has an opportunity to relate the outcome of its behaviour to environmental features. In such circumstances, the efficiency of a specific trial-and-error variance (s I ) is more dependent on environmental variability (which we maintained the same for all simulations) than on the extent of copy inaccuracy (s c ); and the effect of the copying error is reduced (figures 2c and 3a) . Even when the template is accurately copied (s c ¼ 0), some degree of trial-and-error is necessary for the culture to be assimilated (figure 2d).
In this scenario, a spread-out sample of the interactions between the behaviour and the environment facilitates a better estimation of their relationship. Note that when the learner does not take into account the environmental variability (as it did in Models 1 and 2), its learning will be inefficient and the skill will not be assimilated into the population (figure 3c).
(iv) Learning by trial-and-error promotes resilience to environmental changes Populations with different s I levels react differently to a sudden increase in environmental variability (figure 3b). In populations with low levels of trial-and-error variance (s I ), most skilful individuals lose their skills owing to the low quality of their constructed templates (i.e. they fail to generalize the relationship between the behaviour and the environment). By contrast, in populations with high s I values, the skilful individuals quickly adapt to the newly encountered environments. This is due to a combination of a higher-quality template (i.e. a better estimation of the underlying environment-behaviour interactions) and the flexibility inherent to their tendency to deviate from the template.
Discussion
The outlined models illustrate that trial-and-error can promote robust cultural transmission of seeded innovations as it helps learners to correct copying inaccuracies. When rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170050 faced with such inaccuracies, certain levels of trial-and-error increase the rate at which the innovation spreads within the population, while 'exact imitators' fail to assimilate the observed behaviour. Our models further illustrate that trialand-error enables individuals to gain information regarding the structure of the cultural trait and can help learners to cope better with environmental variability. In these models, one of the main contributors to the failure to assimilate the learned behaviours is that of the difficulty encountered in compensating for reduced template quality. In nature, the construction of a poor-quality template may result from a range of potential perceptual errors and differences between observers and demonstrators (e.g. physical attributes or abilities, as noted above). However, the quality of the template is also affected by different cognitive capacities, which may substantially vary between species [63] . Animals may differ in their motivation to copy the behaviour of others, and in the extent to which they pay attention, or give weight, to relevant social stimuli [64, 65] . Such input mechanisms will dictate which aspects of the observed behaviour will most attract the learner's attention, perhaps causing its representation of this behaviour to be incomplete. For instance, the learner might only note the body movements of the demonstrator, the manipulated objects, other elements of the behaviour or any combination of these possibilities (e.g. [16] , also see [25] ). Finally, the quality of the template is also likely to be affected by memory constraints, which may also differ among species [64, 65] . As noted above, when trial-and-error learning is incorporated into the social learning process, it can mitigate the effect of copying inaccuracies, at least to some extent. Notably, when copying errors are constantly balanced by trial-and-error, stable cultures may arise even in the absence of social biases such as conformity or prestige-based copying (e.g. [50, 53] ).
Alongside the compensation for copying inaccuracies, socially mediated trial-and-error can provide learners with additional advantages. First, this process yields a spread-out sample of the possible behavioural variants and their consequences (as illustrated in Model 2), and can enhance the understanding of object affordances and states and their interaction with bodily movements (e.g. [41, 66] ). Second, having a diverse sample can enable the learner to evaluate the covariance between environmental factors and successful actions. Realization of such dependencies facilitates generalization, and coping with environmental variability and instability (as illustrated in Model 3), and allows individuals to adjust their behaviour to changes in circumstances (e.g. [67] ). This may be even more pronounced when the behaviour and the environment are multidimensional, and the covariance may encompass multiple dependencies. Furthermore, trial-and-error may also enable deliberate experimentation [41, 45] and provide information about the conditions that involve only partial success, or even failure, in performance. Finally, social learning itself can be more effective when the information is gained through self-experience [68] .
Trial-and-error may be especially important when social learning opportunities are confined in time or space. In many species, the period in which social learning of new skills is particularly likely to occur is during the early life stages, when young individuals follow their knowledgeable parents (or other adults). At this stage, they are often exposed to social information that may not be available later on in life (for instance, owing to reduced social tolerance, solitary life stages, etc.; e.g. [30, 37, [69] [70] [71] ). These young individuals may also only be exposed to a limited part of the environment, for instance owing to their development during a specific temporal season or within a confined home range. Thus, the environment they experience when opportunities for social learning abound may not encompass the whole range of variability they are likely to encounter later on in life. Social learning that is mediated through trial-and-error may be especially beneficial in such cases, as it can be more robust and expand the learners' acquaintance with relevant environmental features. Such learning can thus be perceived as part of the general tendency of young individuals (including human children) to explore and to engage in play behaviour [72] . Note that the extent of trial-and-error may not be fixed, and may vary between contexts: in human children, it has been shown that the fidelity of imitation decreases when the socially acquired behaviours are presented in instrumental rather than conventional contexts [42, 73, 74] , and changes with age [74, 75] , or according to demonstration efficacy [75] . Naturally, a too large extent of trial-and-error is likely to diminish the influence of social information and impede the process of cultural transmission.
Furthermore, trial-and-error processes are often assumed to incur energetic costs and may lead individual learners to less profitable outcomes or to potentially dangerous exploration [2, 76] . Yet, socially mediated trial-and-error learning can bypass some of these costs, when the template is not too far from the observed behaviour, and the range of attempts is restricted. Such learning promotes exploration but limits it to a specific part of the environment, which helps learners to avoid dangerous situations and refrain from futile behaviours (e.g. [77] ).
Finally, accounts of social learning as a process involving trial-and-error may also be important for our understanding of the evolution of cumulative culture. In many of the current models of cumulative culture, advancement appears either through copying errors combined with social learning biases (e.g. [50, 53] ) or through processes of innovation, modification and the combination of traits (e.g. [7,78 -80] ). Trial-and-error can facilitate a rich representation of the world and an ability to generalize among contexts, essential for creative processes [81] . As such, it can lead to both accidental innovations and creative modifications, and contribute to the gradual improvement of cumulative culture.
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